New Objects: 3 Makers
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ARNO DE CLERCQ
Willer is launching its representation of Arno de Clercq, a talented young Belgium designer and art
dealer hand making elegant brutalist objects in wood. Inspired by African tribal art and ancient
Japanese wood working techniques. He creates very evocative contemporary pieces with deep roots
in the history of craft.
The pieces range from delicate scooped out triple ‘trays’ on stilts to imposing blocks surmounted by
candleholders. Represented by Willer, he is also able to produce designs for special commissions.

PHILIP MICHAEL WOLFSON
Willer has again collaborated with Philip Michael Wolfson, this time to produce a series of steel
centrepieces.
The pieces take his well-known T-X bench as inspiration, creating scaled down modular pieces, both
low and high, to either sit on their own or to provide a platform for other pieces. The strong shapes
are executed in steel, left either bare or dark patinated. They can both stand alone or can be arranged
together to interact in multiple ways - equally useful, elegant and brutal.
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APPARATUS
Willer is delighted to launch its representation of Apparatus Studio’s objects collection. The studio is
based in New York and has quickly established itself as a design leader in the imagining and creation
of objects using a wide range of sensual materials combined with industrial elements and beautiful
finishes.
Creative Director Gabriel Hendifar is inspired by the modernist principle of a total work of art. The
Studio itself is a testament to this approach, an ever-evolving space in which all aspects of the design
and production are carefully overseen. Each sculptural piece is hand finished in the historic New York
space.
Ranging from cleverly engineered modular candlestick blocks to impressive slabs of cast glass which
form the base for delicate elongated bowls, the growing collection demonstrates the studio’s highly
individual vision.
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